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The logo reveals the scene, or the sting of the logo, is without a doubt the most important part of any video. Whether it's a YouTube video, social media promotion, or corporate video, the way you reveal your brand helps leave a lasting impression on your audience. It usually takes a lot of experience and
effort to design a creative logo sting in After Effects. But, thanks to logo reveal templates, you can now add a unique logo sting to your own videos almost instantly. We found some amazing After Effects logo reveal templates to show you how easy it is to effortlessly design a logo sting. There are free and
premium templates in the collection. Go take a look and start downloading. Download thousands of versatile Adobe After Effects templates, logo bites, openers, slideshow templates, lower thirds, and more with an Envato Elements subscription. It starts at $16 a month, giving you unlimited access to a
growing library of over 2,000,000 Adobe After Effects templates, design resources, photos, videos, and more. Explore After Effects Find Face Templates – Reveal After Effects Template Logo This logo reveals that the template features a very creative animation. Reveal your brand logo after going
through a series of face photos with failing transitions. It's perfect for creating a logo reveal for a brand that puts people in front of your business or even for a team-based YouTube channel. The template includes placeholders to add your own photos as well. Short epic logo reveal template for After
Effects Sometimes a quick logo and short revelation is more than enough to give a great start to your videos while showing your professionalism. This After Cash logo reveal template will help you achieve just that. It features a quick sting logo in 2 different styles to choose from. Gaming Logo Reveal –
After Effects 3D Template If you're working on video related to video games or game content channels, this logo reveal template will allow you to effortlessly create a modern sting. The template features the logo revealed in 4 different styles with graphics and elements related to next-generation games.
You can customize it with After Effects CS 6 or higher. Human X-ray Head – After Effects Logo Reveal Template This logo reveal template comes with a unique animation effect that reveals your logo with an X-ray animation of a human brain. Create the perfect environment to reveal logos related to
education and technology. It is available in Full-HD resolution and is also easily customizable. Dark Corporate After Effects Stinger Template Corporate brands and companies often prefer a subtle approach when revealing logos. This template features a similar animation that reveals the logo after
creating some suspense. The dark and elegant design of this template will allow you to add a more professional look to the logo reveal as well. Click – 3 Free Logo Revelations for After Effects This is a collection of revealed logos revealed you can use it completely for free. Includes 3 different layouts with
click animations. And it's perfect for YouTube video logo reveals and a-pulls. Orbital – Free HUD Logo Reveal for After Effects Another free logo reveal template for After Effects. This template comes with a subtle, dark design that perfectly fits luxury brands and modern businesses. Photo Logo Reveal
Template for After Effects This is the perfect logo reveal template for photographers and content creators related to photography. Reveal your logo using an image collage, which you can customize using your own images or videos. The template comes in light and dark designs. However, you will need
the latest version of After Effects CC 2020 to edit this template. Stamp It – After Effects Logo Reveal Template A very creative logo reveal template that reveals your logo using a 3D print animation. This template is perfect for making logo revelations with an official and minimal look. Includes multiple
styles of stamp designs to choose from. And you can also customize the background to add an image or video. Galaxy Space – After Effects Logo Reveal Template Outdoor space can be used to convey so many things. The infinite possibilities of its content, the immensity of knowledge, or even create a
sense of wonder. That's why this After Effects template is perfect for creating logo reveals for creative and business videos. Earth HUD – After Effects Logo Reveal Template If you have a YouTube channel that covers educational content or makes a video for a global brand, this After Effect logo will fit
your videos perfectly. It features a creative animation that uses Earth as its central setting. The colors and design of the stinger can be easily customized to your preferences. Glitch Opener &amp; Logo Reveal Template for After Effects If you're a YouTuber that makes game content, Twitch streamer
making an introductory video, or even a technological demo, this template will help you create a unique logo reveal scene with an animation with a sleek error. It comes in various styles and includes text markers and logos for easier customization. Liquid Rain After Effects Logo Reveal Template This logo
reveals the template has one of the most unique animation effects we've ever seen. Use a liquid-based animation to reveal your logo in a very creative way. This will surely make your logo aytores stand out from the crowd. The template can also be easily edited. Clean Light – Free After Effects Logo
Reveal Template Looking for a simple and fast logo sting design? Here's this free After template will work perfectly for your videos. It features an animation that reveals its logo with a bright light. Glitch – Free Logo Reveal Template for After Effects This free logo reveal template also comes with popular
flaw effect. It includes a logo placeholder as well as a text placeholder that you can use to create your logo sting without any effort. Color Color Logo Reveal Template for After Effects Revealing your logo with bright and colorful smoke is a great way to start any kind of creative video. This After Effects
template features a smoke logo reveal effect that works with both the logo and the title. It is compatible with After Effects CS5 and above. After Effects Logo Reveal Template abstract effects and designs that use abstract shapes and elements are always a great choice for professional branding purposes.
Just like this After Effects logo reveals. It features colorful abstract animation that reveals your logo in a creative way. The effect colors are also fully customizable. Spherical Liquid After Effects Logo Sting Template This reveal template features incredible animation that reveals your logo with a flowing
liquid dial. The animation looks so smooth that it gives the entire logo sting a more realistic feel. It is ideal for creative content creators as well as business channels. Glitch Intro – Logo Reveal After Effects Template A subtle and fast animation is often a great approach to designing logos revealed for
professional brands like agencies and startups. This After Effects template has a similar effect and is only 6 seconds long. It is perfect for youTube channel introductions as well as other social media promotion videos. Lightning Strike After Effects logo reveal template If you're looking for a logo that
reveals to create an eye-catching and bold introduction to your videos, this template is made just for you. This After Effects logo sting reveals your logos with colorful lightning animation. And it also works with text-based logos and images. Fast Flip – Free After Effects Logo Reveal Template A fast and
energetic logo reveal template that allows you to reveal your logo with fast flipping photo animation. It is free to use and comes with editable layers, colors and support for images and videos. Rays of Light – Free Logo Stinger After Effects Template A simple and free logo reveal template for After Effects.
Reveal your logo with bright light ray animation. It is ideal for making logo reveals for YouTube channels. You can edit it with After Effects CS6 and above. Shapes Logo Reveal Template for After Effects This After Effects logo sting template features a simple and colorful animation. Reveal your logo by
transforming some colorful shapes into your logo design. It is best suited for creative brands and content creators. Travel Book After Effects logo reveal template If you have a YouTube channel or Instagram page that covers travel videos, this template will allow you to create a logo that fits perfectly with
your It features 2 animation styles to choose from with 1 logo placeholder and 2 text placeholders. For more templates, see our best collection of After Effects Getting Started Templates. Our series explains how to use After Effects templates, where to find them, and collects some of our favorite templates
for everyone different uses and scenarios. Read the → → of features
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